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Freedom To Truly Serve

AN 8 STEP PROCESS TO TRANSFORM YOUR BELIEFS



Step 1: Your desired outcome and what is holding you back
From the work we have done or discussed so far, what are the core goals
and desires you would like to achieve as a product of our time together?
Regardless of whether or not you believe in your ability to achieve this
goal right now.                    
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Step 1: Your desired outcome and what is holding you back
What beliefs have you so far identified that you believe are currently
preventing you from achieving those desires?                    
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What specific beliefs would you like to change?



Step 2: Question your limiting beliefs
Is this belief really accurate?                    
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Have you always believed this and if so why have you always believed
this?

Was there a time when you didn't believe this? If so, when? & Why?
What's changed?

Are there any times or situations when this belief doesn't make any
rational sense to you?



Step 2: Question your limiting beliefs
What evidence is there that disproves your beliefs?           
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What's the exact opposite way of thinking about this belief? How is this
helpful?

What's funny about this belief?

What's strange about this belief?



Step 2: Question your limiting beliefs
What's embarrassing about this belief?       
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Is this belief helping you get what you want most in life?

Will it help you reach your goals?

How would others question the validity of this belief? How would
they think about it?



Step 2: Question your limiting beliefs
How does the opposite of what you believe work for other people? How
is this of value?      
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What are the critical flaws in believing what you believe? How is it silly
to think this way?

How would you think about this belief if you were an incredible
successful, abundant and confident woman?



Step 3: Considering the consequences of your limiting beliefs
What will the consequences be if I'm unable to make this change and
eliminate this limiting belief?    
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How will not changing affect me physically? Emotionally? Spiritually?
Financially? In my relationships with others?

How will not changing affect your life?

What are the short-term consequences of not changing?



Step 3: Considering the consequences of your limiting beliefs
What are the potential long-term consequences of not making this
change?  
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How will all this make me feel?

Given all this, why is it important to make this change right now?



Step 4: Choose a New more Empowering belief to Adopt
You must now choose a new empowering belief that you would like to
use moving forward. The one guiding principle that you must follow
here is to MAKE SURE THE NEW BELIEF IS BELIEVABLE. If it's not
believable, then you will, unfortunately, fail to condition it into your
psyche. To unlock this new empowering belief, take into consideration
the goal that you would like to uphold, then ask yourself the following
set of questions from a third person's perspective:

What would this person likely believe while in pursuit of this goal?
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What would this person believe about themselves?

What would this person believe about their goal?



Step 4: Choose a New more Empowering belief to Adopt
What's their attitude like? How do they think about this goal?
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What would this person believe after having achieved their goal?

What would they believe if they had to achieve this goal again for a
second time?

How would they think about the obstacles they confront along their
journey?



Step 4: Choose a New more Empowering belief to Adopt
Now, consider the advantages of this belief and how it could potentially
help improve your life and circumstances. The more reasons you can
find, the more motivation you will have to change your old patterns of
behaviour and replace them with new empowering belief systems.

What are the benefits to you of adopting this new belief?
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How will this belief change your life for the better?

How will this new belief help you to attain your goals?



Step 4: Choose a New more Empowering belief to Adopt
What kind of behaviours, decisions and actions could help you
strengthen this belief?
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What famous quotes could potentially help you strengthen this
belief?

What habits and/or rituals could help you strengthen this belief?



Step 4: Choose a New more Empowering belief to Adopt
How will this belief help you in the short-term and in the long-term?
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To what extent is this belief likely to empower you moving forward?

How will all this make you feel about yourself?

Why is all this important? What does all this really mean?



Step 5: Strengthen Your New Empowering Belief
Could you create a slogan for yourself that might help you strengthen
this belief?
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What about role models? Are there any role models you could turn to
that could help you strengthen this belief? Who do you admire who
already has this belief?

Are there any stories that support the philosophy behind this new
empowering belief?



Step 6: Make a Firm Decision About What to Change
What's your commitment level to making this change?
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How motivated are you to make this change?

Do you feel confident that you can successfully make this change?



Step 7: Progressively Make Room for Your New Belief
Create some affirmations this week to support your new beliefs?

Carry these with you at all times and remind yourself of these new
beliefs at multiple points in the day.
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Step 8: Make Room for this New Belief in Your Life
Finally, it's time now to make the necessary changes to your values,
environment, thoughts, language patterns, life, etc. Everything must
align to support your new empowering belief.

Is this new belief congruent and consistent with your values? Do any
changes need to be make?
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How must you alter your language patterns to match this new belief?

How must your thoughts and perspectives change to match this new
belief?



Step 8: Make Room for this New Belief in Your Life
Do you need to develop some new habits and/or rituals that will help
support this new belief?
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Are there any other aspects of your life that need adjusting in order to
integrate this new belief successfully into your life?

How must you change your environment to match this new belief?



Step 8: Make Room for this New Belief in Your Life
How can I do this? How can I solve this problem?
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How can I make this work? What if I tried....? Who could help me make
this work?

What are my strengths? How can I use them to muster the self-
confidence I need to get this done?


